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FROM INNOVATION TO USE:
TEN ECLECTIC THESES ON THE

HISTORIOGRAPHY OF
TECHNOLOGY

DAVID EDGERTON

Centre for the History of Science, Technology and Medicine,
Imperial College, Sheffield Building, London SW7 2AZ

Abstract: The paper argues that most (Anglo-Saxon) historiography of technology,
including recent sociologically-oriented work, is concerned with innovation rather
than technology, and that there has been an unfortunate conflation between the two.
Distinguishing innovation from use allows an engagement between the history of
technology and history more generally, and is essential to the investigation of ques-
tions concerned with gender, race, and class in the history of technology. Moreover a
focus on use allows us to make better sense of such terms as "technological determin-
ism". The history of innovation, while interesting and important, cannot address many
issues which should be central to the history of technology, and cannot answer many
of the questions historians of technology pretend to ask. A history of technology-
in-use does so and, at the same time, opens up new areas for investigation, including
the history of maintenance, repair and remodelling, as well as further developing
accounts of innovation based on use. The paper deals largely with modern techno-
logy, and draws on a number of different, and all too often disjointed, traditions of
thinking about the role of technology in history.

In this paper I put forward ten theses which, if accepted, would give
one a very different perspective on the history of technology from
that found in popular (and a great many academic) works. While
the development, of each thesis is self-contained, all are connected
to each other, arid the paper makes an overall argument It is that
most (Anglo-Saxon) historiography of technique is concerned with
innovation rather than technology, which, because of a failure to dif-
ferentiate the two, leads to very unfortunate results. Nevertheless,
the theses are eclectic in two senses. First, they are largely concerned
with modern technology. Second, they are drawn from a number of
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different, and all too often disjointed, traditions of thinking about
the role of technology in history. I regret that all my sources are in
English, and am painfully aware that the content of the paper may
(as far as I know) be common knowledge to Continental readers, and
to specialists in other areas. I especially hope the paper will be of use
to those embarking on the study of the history of technology, particu-
larly students.1 It is with such a goal in mind that I have tried to make
explicit some tacit rules of thumb and craft knowledge that I have
found useful; to differentiate concepts which are unhelpfully con-
flated; and, to define important but often confused and confusing
concepts clearly.

I. The study of the relations of technology and society must
necessarily deal with technology which is in widespread use. How-
ever, most writing on the history of technology and on the relations
of technology and society is concerned with innovation, with the
emergence of new technologies. It fails to distinguish this from the
study of technology in widespread use, which is necessarily old,
and is often seen as out-of-date, obsolete, and merely persisting.

To say that the study of the relations of technology and society
should be the study of technology in use is a mere truism. How could
it be otherwise? So banal is the point that it rarely merits attention,
and even then only in passing and as a criticism of existing literature.
Let me give some examples. Sir George Clark noted in 1937 that
silk-throwing machinery had "no place in English economic history
before the time of Sir Thomas Lombe; what is relevant to economic
history is not the inventing but the adoption and use", indeed, for the
economic historian "the diffusion of new technological devices is as
important as their origins".2 Langdon Winner noted years ago that
the possible impacts of new technologies was a "jazzy topic" for which
one could find funding. But,

Never raised for serious consideration are techniques and
devices whose development and impact came decades ago and
are now part of the structure of the human world order. These
are understood to be "given" and unquestionable, not subject
to social scientific probing or political dispute.

In his view "the entire structure of the technological order [should] be
the subject of critical inquiry" [original emphasis].3 Nathan Rosen-
berg has noted of the discussion of technical progress, that
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For several decades, many historians, even economic histor-
ians, have focused their attention overwhelmingly upon one
aspect of the question of technical progress: "Who did it
first?".... Such questions are, indeed, important to the history
of invention. Much less attention, however, if any at all, has been
accorded to the rate at which new technologies have been
adopted and embedded in the productive process. Indeed the
diffusion process has often been assumed out of existence [ori-
ginal emphasis].4

As Rosenberg noted elsewhere, "Inventions acquire their economic
importance, obviously, only as a function of their introduction and
widespread diffusion".5 Paul Stoneman and Paul David state cat-
egorically that

What determines improvements in productivity and product
quality, thereby enhancing economic welfare and the competi-
tiveness of firms and industries, is not the rate of development
of new technologies but the speed and extent of their applica-
tion in commercial operations.6

Walter Vincenti has noted that

Most historical studies, I think it fair to say, focus on invention,
innovation, and the activities which take place in research
establishments... In history as in everyday life newness and
variety are always more exciting than day-to-day routine.. .A
danger surely exists, however, that preoccupation with novelty
on the one hand and undue influence from the study of science
on the other could lead to a partial or faulty epistemology of
technology.7

Most recently, Carroll Pursell has argued that "the history of techno-
logy, as currently studied, privileges design over use, production
over consumption and periods of 'change' over those which seem
static and traditional".8 Svante Lindqvist, in the most trenchant and
general critique of innovation centred-ness yet published, notes the
lack of studies of both use and, most interestingly, of disappearance.9

It is significant too, that while we have terms of art for creation and
novelty (invention, innovation, etc) and for increasing use (adoption,
diffusion), we have none for use, or decreasing use.

Despite such criticisms, the vast majority of historical studies of
technology continue to be studies of invention, innovation, the new,
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novelty and of change. Such studies are of course necessary and
valuable. However, a real difficulty arises from the near universal
failure to differentiate such studies from histories of technology. We
can see this clearly in reviews of the literature of the history of tech-
nology. At a symposium held in 1969 on the state of the histori-
ography of technology, none of the various critical commentaries
include a differentiation between technology and innovation.10 Sur-
veying the work of the mid-1970s Hughes suggested that studies
of technological change were an "emerging theme", whereas previ-
ously no clear research programmes were apparent. While he dif-
ferentiated accounts of "technological change" from the older
"internalist history of invention", and from studies of "technology
and society", technocracy and technology transfer, he made no clear
distinction between technology and innovation.11 Staudenmaier's
much-cited critical survey of the contents of the American journal
Technology and Culture up to 1980, notes three important areas
of attention: the problem of innovation; the relations between sci-
ence and technology; and technology and culture. But he did not
note that in the latter two categories, studies of innovation also
dominated.12 Staudenmaier's failure to remark on the very heavy
innovation-bias of Technology and Culture is particularly interesting
because he is critical of the journal for not discussing workers and
technology, cultural conflict in transfer, non-western technology,
critiques of capitalism, and women and technology. In each of these
cases, as I will argue below, an innovation orientation is an important
reason for the neglect of these topics.13 Smith and Reber's review of
trends in the late 1980s, also fails to distinguish between innovation
and use, despite considering a pioneering study of use by Ruth
Schwarz Cowan.14 Indeed in recent years a number of histories
focusing on use have appeared though without fully conceptualising
the importance of the distinction between innovation and technolo-
gies-in-use.15

Just as significant is the fact that general texts purporting to dis-
cuss technology focus on, and are organised around, innovation.
Invention and innovation define chronological and geographical
scope, and indeed are given more attention than use. R.A. Buchanan,
who is noted for his industrial archaeology, has written a textbook
on the "impact of technology from 1700 to the present". Given his back-
ground, and the topic, we would expect some attention to use, as
we do indeed get, but the book is explicitly focused on the idea of
technological revolutions, and hence on "western civilisation" since
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1700.16 Donald Cardwell's history of technology, is more clearly
centred on inventions and innovations; even the contents page has
repeated use of words like "new" and "first" and "rise". Here too a
restricted geographical scope (in this case Britain) is justified on the
grounds that the key innovations - the industrial revolution - hap-
pened in Britain.17 Self-proclaimed new, more theoretically
informed approaches to the history and sociology of technology have
compounded the problem by generating further case-studies of
innovation, while claiming very explicitly to be concerned with much
broader issues.18 To be sure, some accounts have ventured into the
diffusion stage, but only the initial phases: for example Bijker ends
his study of the bicycle in 1890; of Bakelite in 1920; and of fluor-
escent lighting in 1945!19

II. The histories of innovation and of technology-in-use are
remarkably different, in terms of geography, chronology, and
sociology.

Especially in the last two centuries, the geographical scope of use of
technology has been quite different from that of innovation. Innov-
ative activity is much more concentrated than production, by nation,
region and firm. Thus proportion of total output of an economy
(GDP) accounted for by R&D varies very considerably across coun-
tries, regions and firms, from close to zero to around 3% for coun-
tries, and 100% for some firms. Indeed it is well established that the
richer a country is, broadly speaking, the higher the proportion of
output spent on innovation.2" To take a specific example: after 1945
the USA, easily the richest large economy in the world, was respons-
ible for a greater share of world innovation, than of world output.
Shifting from innovation to use thus involves a spatial shift, indeed
quite a dramatic one.

Similarly it involves a very large temporal shift. Technique typic-
ally takes a long time to diffuse. Steam power, held to be character-
istic of the industrial revolution in Britain, was not only absolutely
but relatively more important in 1900 than in 1800. At a world level
the consumption of coal continued to increase into the 1980s; even
in Britain domestic coal consumption peaked in the 1950s. The new
science-based industries taken as characteristic of the late nineteenth
century were dwarfed by the "old" industries of the industrial revolu-
tion, and were themselves a long way from their absolute and relat-
ive peak, which came well after the second world war. Even "old"
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technologies find new leases of life: although the production of
motor cars has continued to increase, since the late 1960s many
more bicycles are produced each year than cars.21 Rapid innovation
need not correspond to periods of rapid productivity growth; inno-
vations will have the greatest impact on productivity growth at the
time of fastest diffusion, which typically takes place long after in-
novation. The case of electricity is illuminating; the main impact of
electricity on productivity in the USA occurred in the interwar years,
not the late nineteenth century.22

Looking at the world as a whole the spatial and temporal dimen-
sions of technology behave differently, depending whether we are
thinking about adoption or the extent of use. Thus, while the gap
between first adoption of certain consumer goods was not very
great comparing the USA and Europe in the twentieth century, the
difference in extent of use could be huge. The density of some
important (though not all) household consumer durables in Britain
was, for example, some thirty years behind the United States; levels
of usage characteristic of the late 1920s in the USA were not
achieved until the late 1950s.23 Motorcars were available in small
numbers right across the world at the beginning of this century,
but, again, the extent of usage varied enormously. The Argentine
city of Salta, in the foothills of the Andes, had more than 200 motor
cars by 1915; but even today many roads in the region are un-
paved.24 In certain circumstances very old machines continue in use
to this day: in Uruguay one can still see a very few US built motor
cars of the 1920s on the roads; Cuba retains many US models from
the 1950s; India still makes British designs of cars and motorcycles
from the 1950s.

Shifting from innovation to use also involves a massive shift in
social class, social status, gender and race of people involved with
technology. Modern innovators have been overwhelmingly of
mid to high social class, male and white.25 As Carroll Pursell has
rightly noted, studies focussing on innovation are generally and
necessarily blind to the experience of technology of US women,
blacks, and the poor.26 In fact the point is stronger and more gen-
eral than this. A discussion starting from users of technology would
obviously recognise that half the world's population is female, and
that much more than half is non-white, and indeed poor. We need
to remember that the average human being of the twentieth
century is closer to the Chinese peasant than the US inventor-
entrepreneur.
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III. The conflation of innovation and technology is especially
apparent in national histories. But the nation-state is not the whole
world in miniature.

Much naive writing on technology relates it to the fate of "Man" or
"Mankind". The story of technology is radically universalised.
Nevertheless, there is also a powerful nationalistic current in writing
on innovation and on technology, which has a particular bias toward
innovation. Citizens of major countries have a tendency to claim the
invention of major technologies for their nation - a classic example is
the Great Soviet Encyclopaedia - but nationalistic studies of "American
technology" are commonplace.27 Even accounts of world technology
have a powerful nationalistic bias. Thus one study, drawing on the
notion of long waves of technological activity in the world economy,
associated successive innovation-driven waves with the nation-states
of Great Britain, Germany, and Japan.28 Indeed, recent years have
seen explicit mention of "national systems of innovation".29 Behind
such arguments is the view that there is at a world level, one best
way in technology and associated social relations, but that the best
way is intimately linked with particular nation states in particular
historical periods. There is in such arguments, and more generally
in treatments of technology, the strongly expressed feeling that
"other countries do it better", and more specifically that "another
country does it best".30

In this nationalistic discourse there is an assumption that the site
of innovation should be and generally is the major site of use of tech-
nology.31 However, very important counter-examples are not diffi-
cult to find. In the case of the motor car, Germany was notable for its
backwardness: the USA became easily the dominant producer by
1914. The powered aeroplane was innovated in the USA but aero-
nautical development was much more rapid in Europe. Seeing the
world and the nation-state as qualitatively similar is, in terms of
thinking about technology, a serious error. In the case of the world
economy, we believe, with the exception of some cranks, that all
innovations are of human origin. In the case of particular nation-
states, however, most technologies in use have extra-territorial
origins. The typical means of acquisition of a new technology is to
import it from abroad. Indeed, as a general rule, countries make
greater use of technology innovated abroad, than technology inno-
vated at home.32 There are, however, exceptions to this general rule:
they arise when particular nations dominate both innovation and
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industrial production, and are exceptionally rich. Thus both Britain
in the early nineteenth century, and the United States after the
second world war probably had unusual levels of home-innovated
technology.

One reason for the neglect of inter-economy diffusion of techno-
logy is that it is often called "transfer" of technology. This is a term
derived from development studies, and highlights the untypical
case: the transfer across a large technological boundary, between
rich and poor countries. However, transfer or diffusion between
rich countries, is much more important, common and fundamental.
This is not to say that diere are no differences of technology in use
across countries. Economic historians have long sought to explain
these in terms of natural endowments, availability of labour and so
on.ss Furthermore nation-states have restricted the movement of
technology across political boundaries by tariffs, quotas and nation-
alistic procurement policies. Such means are also used to encourage
the import of production technology.34 Nation-states have also pur-
sued national innovation policies as a way of achieving a technical
lead, or at least a technical differentiation, above all in weapons of
war, and related technologies like civil aviation.35 Nevertheless,
innovation and use of technology have been internationally rather
than nationally oriented. Even in the interwar period, patenting
abroad was substantial and multinational enterprises innovated
internationally.36

The international nature of innovation, and especially of the use
of technology, deals a fatal blow to the techno-nationalist assumption
that the more a nation-state innovates, the faster its economy will
grow. Since national innovation is not the main source of national
technology it is not surprising rtiat there is no clear positive correlation
between national innovation and national rates of growth. Indeed,
the correlation is, if anything, negative. If innovation had been
the main determinant of rates of growth, economies would have
diverged massively in terms of income per head, given the very un-
equal distribution of innovation.37 In fact, the major economies have
converged over the last 150 years. One important explanation is that
technology diffused from the leading country to the others.38 The
importance of trans-national diffusion of innovations suggests that
collective provision for innovation (which market failure arguments
tell us is beneficial) should be trans-national rather than purely
national.39
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W. The innovation-orientation of most studies of technology
makes difficult a serious engagement between general history and
the history of technology. Conversely, an engagement with general
historical problems has produced histories of technology-in-use.

The much lamented lack of interest of "general" historians in the
work of historians of technology is not surprising, given that die study
of innovation has little purchase on most historical issues.40 For the
reasons given in theses I and II, even the chronologies of the history
of invention and general history are radically different. There have
of course been strong links between general history and the history
of technology, but it is significant that they have clustered around
particularly innovation-centred accounts, for example, Schumpete-
rian economic history.41 But other traditions in economic and social
history have focussed on technology in use, and it is these studies
that have yielded the richest interconnections between the history of
technology and general history. In the case of the industrial revolu-
tion, for example, studies of the diffusion and impact of steam power,
influenced by "diometrics", have centred on use.42 New histories of
die "labour process" influenced by marxism, have yielded many studies
of manufacturing technologies; new histories of women, influenced
by feminism, have opened up whole new areas of studies of techno-
logy in use, notably in the home.43 Military and imperial history have
also yielded accounts of technology.44

Moving from innovation to technology-in-use has major implica-
tions for the historian. It involves a different kind of historiographical
formation, different expertise and new problems of disciplinary
demarcation. Particularly important is the relation to the study of
technology itself, which is obviously of critical importance to histori-
ans of technology. It might be objected that many of the studies
discussed above merely look at the use of technologies and not tech-
nology itself. But this is not necessarily so at all. It is important to
differentiate between the study of the use of technology, and the
study of technology-in-use. Studies of innovation are just one way,
indeed a narrow way, of studying things. There is, nevertheless, a
tendency to equate the study of technology with die study of inven-
tion and innovation.45 The equation is entirely misplaced, and would
rule out die study of the technology where diere is no documentation
on innovation, which is die great bulk of human technology. In any
case, a broader conception of the study of things can be very illumin-
ating. Brand's pioneering study of how buildings change (rather than
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of changes in the design of new buildings) points to a central and
neglected issue.46 It is typical of great and small material structures to
be remodelled over time: from cities, to roads, to buildings, and many
smaller objects; it does make sense to think of the history of a house,
or a bridge, or a ship. The processes of maintenance, repair, remodel-
ling, re-use, and re-cycling have been fundamental to material cul-
ture, but are obliterated by the emphasis on initial creation.47

V. "Technological determinism" is the thesis that a society is
determined by the technologies in use. Nevertheless it is usually
defined and attacked as the absurd thesis that technical innovation
determines social change.

The issue of technological determinism has been central to much
recent work in the history of technology.48 It is around this issue that
the largest questions concerning the relations of technology and his-
tory, and methodological innovations in the study of technology
have been discussed. "My conjecture" writes Phil Scranton,

is that technological determinism came closer to being an art-
icle of faith in the United States between 1940 and 1960 then
ever before or since. Technological innovation powered the
national economy, brought the consumer society to full blos-
som, and reinforced the American image at home and interna-
tionally.49

Although in part dismissed as an article of faith, technological deter-
minism is seen as a belief that innovation powered change, at a time
when innovation was in fact proceeding rapidly. This is the usual
definition: technological determinism is "the intuitively compell-
ing idea that technological innovation is a major driving force
of contemporary history"50 or "the belief that social progress is driven
by technological innovation, which in turn follows an 'inevitable'
course".51

We need, however, to distinguish this innovation-determinism
from technological determinism. To be at all interesting as an argu-
ment, technological determinism must be what early analysts took it
to be: the thesis that society is determined by technology in use.52

Such a thesis is broader in that it includes societies widi technology
but without technical change. Perdue remarks it is difficult to exam-
ine technological determinism in modern societies simply because
new technologies appear on the scene before old ones are fully used;
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in slower-changing societies the effects of particular technologies are
more clearly seen. Similarly, the very lack of innovation might sug-
gest that old societies are more technically constrained, and thus
determined, than innovative societies. Innovation-determinism
applies only to modern societies with high rates of innovation.54

Technological determinism is thus not centrally concerned with
change, and it need say nothing specific about the direction, or desir-
ability of either technical or social change. It is not therefore in itself
a naive account of progress. Innovation determinism is concerned
with change, and is usually naively progressivist, though of course it
need not be.

In objecting to what they call "technological determinism" his-
torians of technology are usually objecting to naive progressivist
accounts of technical and social change, a present-centred histori-
ography, and the view that technical change is determined only by
Nature. It is a catch-all label for a number of very different (but not
all) conceptual problems in popular accounts of technology. Ironic-
ally, the usual definition embodies one of the worst such problems:
innovation-centredness. It is significant that recent critics of techno-
logical determinism have argued that it is false by showing that inno-
vations are socially-constructed, or are co-created with society.55

That is, they assume that it is essentially a bad theory of innovation,
to be refuted by a better one.

Refuting innovation-determinism is much simpler. First, only a
small minority of innovations are widely used; second, the extent of
use surely determines the extent of the effect, not the act of innova-
tion. Technological determinism is in principle also easily refuted. It
makes the very strong assumption not only that technology is given,
but also that the extent of use of a technology be given. To refute it,
we need to show that the extent of use of technology is endogeneously
determined, and indeed that machines and structures require main-
tenance and repair, and that they are changed and remodelled.

VI. Technological determinism is primarily a theory of society,
not a theory of technology.

What is interesting about technological determinism is not what it
has to say about technology, but about society.56 It seeks to explain
the structure and evolution of society, not the nature and evolution
of technology. Among theories of society, however, it has a very mar-
ginal place indeed. The most famous and important technological
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determinism is (in one account) Marx's historical materialism. But
even this is fatally flawed: Marx's account of technologies of produc-
tion does not correlate with his account of society. 7 In addition
Weber said of Marx's famous argument that "The hand mill gives
you society with the feudal lord; the steam-mill, society with the
industrial capitalist" that this was "at most correct in its second part,
and then only partially. The steam-mill fits without any difficulty
into a state socialist economy. The first part of the statement, how-
ever, is entirely incorrect: the hand-mill has lived through all con-
ceivable economic structure and political 'superstructures'."58

That Karl Marx's technological determinism (if such it is) is unsus-
tainable, does not mean that all possible theories involving some ele-
ments of technological determinism are to be ruled out. Indeed, it is
worth asking, as Leo Marx has, whether there is any justification for
the separate study of the history of technology if technology does not
to some extent determine history.59 There is clearly some relation-
ship between modern societies and the widespread use of modern
technologies. It is worth stressing, however, that empirical studies of
technologies-in-use of sufficient breadth are too scarce to address the
nature of the relationship; studies of innovation simply cannot do so.

VII. The pervasiveness of a technology is not an absolute meas-
ure of its significance. Alternatives should always be taken into
account.

How might we assess the historical significance of particular techno-
logies, an essential part of any study of technology and society?
There is a strong tendency (which should not be confused with tech-
nological determinism as such) to attribute to particular technologies
a great number of primary and secondary effects. The estimation of
these effects is, in most historical accounts, done informally. Indeed,
one may note a general tendency to attribute important effects to
technologies which have had what might be called high cultural
visibility, for example, aviation and nuclear power. Conversely we
under-represent technologies which have low cultural resonance or
may be invisible, for example, contraceptive technologies.60 The •
most obvious and much used systematic measure of significance is,
however, the extent to which a technology is in use. But this too
needs to be used carefully: economists rightly insist that alternatives
and opportunity costs be taken into account. They argue that the sig-
nificance of a technology for an economy is the difference between
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the cost or benefit of using a technology and that of the best alternat-
ive. Since people will generally prefer a better technology, however
small the overall benefit, to be widely used a technology need only be
marginally better than the alternative, and thus may have low or
negligible economic significance. Only a fool would argue that with-
out paperclips bureaucracies would collapse for, despite the very
widespread use of paperclips, we know there are other ways of hold-
ing sheets of paper together. Too often, however, we have difficulty
in identifying alternatives, not least because they are sometimes
invisible.6 Economic historians of technology have carried out just
such exercises, with striking results, but necessarily raising the prob-
lem of counterfactual history. Thus, Robert Fogel assessed the im-
portance of nineteenth century US railways not by assuming that
without railways people and goods would be impossible to transport,
but by comparing railways with other means of transportation. He
thus reduced what had been informally assessed to be massive effects,
to a few percentage points of GDP by 1890.62 In the case of the indus-
trial revolution, Von Tunzelman shows that conventional studies of
of steampower assume that without steam power there would have
been a shortage of energy; instead he measures the significance of
steampower as the saving it represented over other energy sources,
and finds it to be remarkably small.63 Studies of choice of technology
show that alternatives often exist, and that the fact that one techno-
logy supercedes another is not even evidence of superiority at all,
since other factors are involved.64 There are examples of technolo-
gies in use which reduce welfare, compared with the best alternative
(nuclear power is a powerful example). Furthermore societies can get
locked into technologies which are worse than real alternatives.65

VIII. Invention and innovation rarely lead to use, but use often
leads to invention and innovation.

George Basalla notes that "Alternatives can be found.. .for almost
any major modern invention. The production of novelty is so great
that clusters of related innovations, waiting to be selected, exist to
fulfil virtually any of our wants, needs or whims";66 societies have
long thrown up many more innovations than have actually been
used, or probably could be used. One important corollary is that
the majority of technologies were "resisted", and had to be.67 How-
ever, the great majority of studies of invention and innovation are of
those which succeed in diffusing.68 Studies of innovation are further
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biased towards discontinuous changes, and innovations which turn
out big and radical, towards those derived from science,69 and
towards those arising out of novel innovating organisations. The
study of innovation is thus systematically biased by the future, in that
we study innovations which succeed later; we study the pre-history
of innovating organisations of types which came to dominate later,
and focus on science-technology relations typical of a later period.
Studies of invention are, as many inventors are naively described,
"ahead of their time". To take an example: studies of innovation in
the late nineteenth century focus on "science-based" innovation in
organic chemistry and electricity and on the very early industrial
research laboratories. In fact late nineteenth century innovation was
concentrated on other areas, and was largely the work of indivi-
duals.70 Inventive activity was obviously not shaped by the future, it
was shaped in its own present and past Innovation was not, and is not,
restricted to "new" industries; "old" industries innovate: the twentieth
century has seen innovation in coal mining, iron and steel, ship-
building and textiles. Around 1900 the industrial research laborat-
ory made a small contribution to innovation, and even today R&D
is just one, not the only source, of innovation. Furthermore, most
changes in products have been incremental. Ignoring design, for
example, of motor vehicles and aircraft, gives a quite misleading
image of technical change in the twentieth century.

It is useful to ask, how did the existing use of technology, and
technology-in-use affect innovation? There are in fact a very wide-
range of accounts of innovation, which explicitly or implicitly draw
on what is actually in use to discuss innovation. For example,
Schmookler's account of patenting suggests that patenting activity
responds to changes in use of technology.72 Other accounts of
innovation stress the cumulation of small incremental changes in
technologies-in-use.73 The path-dependence of innovation has been
an important theme of recent writing: in this view innovation is
strongly affected by what technologies are actually in use, and the
particular problems that arise in use.74 The very fact of adoption,
leads to development effort being concentrated on these technologies.75

"Bottlenecks" or "reverse salients" that arise in use, it is suggested,
themselves focus innovative activity, both incremental and radical.76

In addition, use itself leads to increases in efficiency of use from
"learning by doing" and "learning by using".77 This reminds us that
we should not ascribe all changes to machines and processes; and
that expertise or "know-how" need not be embodied.
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IX. Just as we should not confuse innovation with technology-in-
use, we should not confuse changes in knowledge with knowledge-
in-use.

One additional reason for the overemphasis on the history of the
early industrial R&D in histories of innovation, is that we see the
research laboratory as the harnessing of inherendy innovative know-
ledge to industry for the first time. We have tended in fact to identify
the links between science and industry with the research laboratory,
and scientific and technological knowledge more generally with
research. Indeed one historian of science and medicine explicitly
argued as follows: "Science is often conceived as a body of knowledge.
Reflection, however will lead to the conclusion that this cannot be its
true nature. History has repeatedly shown that a body of scientific
knowledge that ceases to develop soon ceases to be science at all
scientific implies knowledge making, and no body of doctrine which is
not growing, which is not actually in the making can long retain the
attributes of science [emphasis in original]."78 There is a profound
bias in the literature towards the study of scientists and technologists
employed in research, and the distinct silence on employment in
other forms of work, such as teaching, routine testing, management,
maintenance and so on.79 Inkster therefore correctly stresses that
technical capacities of nations are not to be deduced from their com-
mitment to research.80 The inherent innovativeness of scientific and
technological knowledge is assumed, not least because our histories
of scientific and technological knowledge are not, in fact, histories of
knowledge at all. They are instead histories of innovation in know-
ledge, of the movement of the frontier as it were, rather than the
whole terrain of knowledge. The modern identification of changing
knowledge with knowledge itself does great violence not only to the
past of knowledge, but to the present also. Science and technology
were and are ways of knowing, not necessarily ways of creating,
either of knowledge or things. Even in the period since the late nine-
teenth century, when innovation became a very important, even
routine, part of science and technology, creating has remained a
small element in knowing.81

These points are important not only for the study of technology-
in-use, but also for innovation itself. The use of technologies has
been associated with formal knowledge from long before the cre-
ation of research laboratories; think of the cases of engineers and
doctors. That association has obviously continued: routine analysis,
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maintenance, repair and so on are not just the work of the untu-
tored. More than this, the transfer of knowledge from a domain in
which it is long-established and routine, to a domain in which it is
new, plays an important part in what from the perspective of the new
domain we would call innovation, but might otherwise label as trans-
fer. We can go further still: innovation is highly dependent not only
on the existing knowledge, but on the active, indeed routine, use
of existing knowledges in the process of innovation, for example
the standard procedures for testing the efficacy, safety etc, of new
products and processes, which might themselves be created by long
established routines. We are pointing here to the importance
of the "invention of invention", the "industrialisation of invention"
and die "routinisation of innovation", to the paradox highlighted by
Schumpeter, of innovation without innovators.

X. Innovation-centred and knowledge-centred accounts of tech-
nology are central to twentieth century culture.

The commitment to an innovation-centred view of technology, of
technology, of science, and of knowledge is deeply institutionalised.
Where governments have science and technology policies, they
mean policies for research, and for innovation, and not for all sci-
ence and technology. Great efforts have gone into the collection of
data related to innovation, such as statistics concerning research and
development; by contrast the data on the use of technology, and
even on its diffusion is meagre. Only for certain things, like numbers
of telephones (or die case of countries like Britain where licences are
required, the number of television receivers), do official data exist.
Otherwise diffusion and use is the province of market research.
Technique-in-use ceases to become technology, and becomes cars,
aeroplanes, water, electricity etc; the banal accoutrements of every-
day life.

How may we explain the emphasis on novelty in studies of the his-
tory of technology? Recendy, Carroll Pursell has argued that it is due
to the fact that it is written by white middle class (and one can add,
North American) males.82 However, for white middle class males the
dominant experience is also use, not innovation. George Basalla
attributes it to 1) the loss or concealment of antecedents; 2) the emer-
gence of the inventor as hero, especially as national hero, leading to
downgrading of antecedents to invention, especially foreign ones
(furthermore patent systems provided a strong incentive to maximise
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individual radical contributions); and, 3) the overattribution of
revolutionary social and economic change to technology.83 Basalla
usefully points to the historical specificity of the emphasis on innova-
tion. More specifically still, MacLeod sees the heroic inventor being
installed in the British consciousness in the third quarter of the nine-
teenth century, alongside a major controversy about patents.84 David
Nye's study of US attitudes to technology notes a shift from awe at
machines that actually existed to awe only at the latest and then
future technology. By the late 1930s the exhibitions of technology
which engaged the public imagination were unrealised projects of
the research laboratories of major corporations.85 The history of
technical toys shows a similar process: in the interwar years toys were
a reflection of current practice; by the 1950s toys showed a strong
bias towards technologies not yet in use.86

Paul David has pointed to the political significance of this futurism:

There is an understandable inclination to concentrate on the
future, holding onto the prospect of dramatic improvements in
the material circumstances of the mass of humanity without
having to contemplate overt conflicts that would be provoked
by the purposive redistribution of existing wealth. In the long-
run it may be a functional response on the part of the modern
industrial democracies to try and direct the energies of society
away from redistributive struggles and toward the cooperative
conquest of the "endless frontier" of science...87

He goes on to note that the resulting "technological presbyopia" leads
to lack of analysis of the complexities of techno-sodal change, and to
puzzlement as to why new technology has not transformed the pre-
sent. Brian Winston has noted that "From the 1970s I was increasingly
aware of a gap between the rhetoric of runaway technological
change and the reality of my professional life as a media worker and
teacher. Working with film and teaching film-making when video-
tape was supposed to have wiped out that technology spurred a cent-
ral thought that change was occurring much more slowly than was
(and is) commonly believed".88 David Noble has noted the centrality
of claims for radical changes about to come about, in discussion of
technology. He has wanted to show that, despite the promise of
revolutionary changes, the old order reproduces itself. "Every major
scientific advance, while appearing to presage an entirely new society",
he says, "attests rather to the vigor and resilience of the old order
which produced it." It was a "strange state of affairs: a remarkably
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dynamic society that goes nowhere".89 An important task for the his-
torian was to account for this "change without change".90

A revolutionary, future-oriented rhetoric has become the domin-
ant mode of discussing technology. It has a very curious feature
which is not sufficiently remarked upon: the revolutionary rhetoric
is very largely unchanging over time: it does not revolutionise
itself.91 The same bright new future is promised all the time, but will
come about on the basis of a different technology. A good example is
the extraordinary litany of technologies which promised peace to the
world. On the one hand there are communications technologies,
from railways, steamships, to radio and the aeroplane, and now the
internet. These promised to make the world smaller, and bring
people together, ensuring a perpetual peace. Similarly, technologies
of destruction are supposed to bring peace: the great ironclad battle-
ships, Nobel's explosives, the bomber aircraft, and the atomic bomb
were so powerful that they would force the world to make peace. In
order to be at all convincing these arguments must deny their own
history, and they did so to a remarkable extent. In the middle of 1945
the bomber ceased to be a peace-creating technology; the atomic
bomb took its place, and in doing so made an original-sounding argu-
ment. This obliteration of even very recent history and the present is
continuous and systematic. It makes us ignorant even of the very
recent past, and in doing so presents an entirely false claim for the
novelty of new technology. New technology appears thus to chal-
lenge humanity in ever new ways, such that we suffer from a con-
tinuous "cultural lag". When we think of information technology we
forget about postal systems, the telegraph, radio, and television.
Genetic engineering is made to seem radically distinct in its effects
from animal and plant breeding or eugenics.

CONCLUSION

Technological futurism has certainly affected our historiography; we
reproduce the innovation orientation, both in the choice of innova-
tion as subject matter, and in confusing the innovation with the tech-
nology-in-use. Furthermore, the historiography itself makes claims
to methodological and other forms of novelty by rubbing out pre-
vious accounts from our collective memories; we re-invent the
wheel.92 It is also significant that in thinking about theories of tech-
nology we engage with methodological and theoretical issues con-
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cerning science, innovation, and contemporary understandings of
technology, rather than historical or historiographical problems.93

It has been the argument of this paper that we should not conflate
the history of invention and innovation with the history of techno-
logy. This is not, I insist, an original point. It has been made many
times, as I have shown. But it has been ignored again and again, with
very unfortunate results for our understanding of the relations of
technology and society. The history of technology is too important to
be left to the historians of invention, or their modern equivalents.
This paper has been unoriginal in another way: for a long time writ-
ers on technology have criticised previous writers for methodolo-
gical confusion, and other vices. But there is a difference: I have
tried to show that we already have the intellectual resources at least
to clarify many of these problems. The most important is history. We
should be in a position to cumulate knowledge, derived from many
different traditions, to be aware of alternative forms of understand-
ing, to beware of claims of a one best way, and to remember that we
have lived with technology for a very long time.
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